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 MYSTIC FOUNTAIN  £2.50   

A good-value addition to a small family display 

with crackles and colour  

GLITTERING GEMSTONES    £12.50 

Offering a multitude of colours from 

nine assorted fountains within one 

firework—lasting 90 seconds overall 

and including silver & green strobes 

MAGIC                           £10.00 

12 Pretty colour ground fountains ,          

2 x roman candles and 1 x shot tube       

producing a small finale!  

 

TORNADO WHEEL             £30.00 

Witness the splendour of our largest 

wheel with its endless display of effects 

and kaleidoscope of colours  

CYCLONEWHEELS           12.00 

A new pack of 3 tri-wheels which 

emit red, green and silver sparks  

COLOUR SPINNER        £19.50 

A large and impressive Catherine 

Wheel changing from green to red 

to blue with brocade sprays 

FOUNTAINS, WHEELS & SPARKLERS 

GOLD SPARKLERS               £1.95 

Pack of 5 sparklers (18” long) 



STARSHINE                    £12.50 

Lemon and sea blue bursts to  brocade 

crown with red stars, brocade crown 

with red glittering stars 

SOURCERER                   £15.00 

19 shots—red tails to brocade 

crown, blue tail to rain 

FIREFLY’S         £15.00 

96 shots of fast-firing               

whistles and crackles 

PRISMATIC       £22.00 

25 shots of red,  green & blue 

peony with white glitter 

CHROMATIC £22.00 

25 shots of red tails to green and 

gold glitter followed by blue and 

green dahlia bursts  

BARRAGES 

ELARA                 £14.00 

16 shots of red tails to crackling 

THEBE                 £15.00 

19 shots of gold palms to green 

blinks with gold tail and gold 

palms to crackles 

 

GLITTER RUSH         £27.50 

Shots: 36              Duration: 40 secs    

Red, green pink peony with brocade 

crown bursts  

BLINK BURST              £27.50 

Shots: 36       Duration: 40 secs    

Brocade crown & red glitter,      

brocade crown & white glitter,  

brocade crown & crackling.  

TANGLED WEB                           £32.50 

Shots: 27                          Duration: 45 secs       

Red wave with crackling, large golden 

palms, peonies, silver crown, brocade 

crown with blue stars, wave willow and 

chrysanthemum flowers  

MYSTIC ARRAY BARRAGE PACK    £50.00 
Great value pack of 9 x small barrages to give 
you a good garden display. 
3 x 16 shot, 3 x 19 shot & 2 x 25 shot and 1 x 

50 shot.      



ABSOLUTION                           £55.00 

Shots: 42                            Duration: 50 secs     

Red stars with silver glittering, purple stars   

with green glitter, blue stars with crackle, big      

chrysanthemum flowers, green stars with     

silver glitter and silver palm.  

TORTURED TEMPEST                 £47.50 

Shots: 25                      Duration: 50 secs     

Large shots of red stars to white glitter,                    

red  coconut willow, purple peony & red 

stars 

FINALES 

GENDER REVEAL                      £45.00  
Shots: 49                       Duration: 40 secs     
49 shots of blue or pink fireworks to       

announce the gender of your new baby  

PEGASUS FLIGHT                     £52.50 

Shots: 60                      Duration: 50 secs     

A LOW NOISE alternative with Blue tails to 

blue fish with blue pistil, red tail to white 

strobe, green tail to silver fish with green  

pistil finishing with green tail to green strobe  

STARDUST                       £32.50 

Shots: 25                Duration: 45 secs       

Blue tailbursts to brocade crown with 

blue stars  

BLITZAR                                          £65.00  
Shots: 70   Duration: 60 secs    Distance:25m 
Blue stars with crackling, red stars with crackling, purple 
stars with crackling, green stars with crackling, silver stars 
with crackling, lemon stars with crackling  



FINALES 

CELESTIAL MAGIC                              £75.00  

Shots: 80  Duration: 90 secs    Distance:15m 

Large gold, red, silver and green starburst explosions 

with a double gold finale ending 

PULSAR                         £90.00 

Shots: 49                       Duration: 45 secs     

Red palm with crackling, green stars with silver glittering, 

brocade crown with blue stars, red stars with silver glittering, 

green palm with crackling, silver titanium       chrysanthe-

mum with purple stars, silver blinks with red coconut pistil. 

CAGED TIGER PRO (WITH EXTRA POWER)                                           £250.00 

Shots: 112              Duration: 90 seconds                            Distance: 25 m 
 

Cake 1— Blue tails brocade with blue pearls to red and green tailed  
peonies, blue dahlia and red palm with chrysanthemum 
 

Cake 2—Silver and white strobes, green and red tails, green palms  &   
 pearls, green and red strobes 
 

Cake 3—Purple palm chrysanthemum, titanium gold palms, brocade  
willow bursts  and blue waves 
 



ASTRO BLASTER       £35.00 

5 cracking high power rockets 

each one with different effect: 

Silver strobe, Red glitter, Time 

rain, Silver chrysanthemum & 

crackle palm 

ROCKET PACKS 

STAR FIGHTER    £20.00 

A pack of 4 twin bursting rockets 

with effects that include red, 

green, gold or assorted coloured 

palms followed by silver or green 

strobe with crackling stars.  

BIG GUNS       £32.50 
This massive single rocket is  

available in two different effects: 

• Double burst colour thunder   

(Doppelganger) 

• Big silver chrysanthemum  

(Terminal Velocity) 

ROCKIN ROBOTS        £60.00 

Pack of two thumping rockets, 

with different effects: 

• a brocade burst with  

       shimmering glitter stars  

• and the second a brocade 

burst with red stars 



All information in this brochure was correct at time of going to press. 

The effects of fireworks, or contents of boxes may differ from that  described in this brochure.   

However, the firework will still be of equivalent value. 
 

FOR SAFETY REASONS WE WILL NOT EXCHANGE FIREWORKS  

OR GIVE REFUNDS ONCE THEY HAVE LEFT THE PREMISES 


